Hybrid networks in which living neurons interact with digital or analog model neurons are providing insights into the role of neural and synaptic properties in shaping neural network activity. Neural activity is fundamentally complex. Neurons in networks with many synapses and feedback loops constantly receive inputs from other neurons, integrate them and generate electrical activity patterns in response. Network activity is thus shaped by interactions between the non-linear electrical properties of neurons and synapses. These complex interactions allow neural circuits to process information, support cognitive functions and control behavior.
simulate model neurons and synapses on a computer, and to inject synaptic currents into living neurons in real-time, as if the living neurons were synaptically connected to the model neurons. Alternatively, the dynamic clamp can be used to insert artificial membrane conductances into living neurons embedded in a network, thus exploring the role of intrinsic conductances in shaping network output.
In hybrid networks with analog model neurons and synapses, a specially designed electronic circuit constitutes the artificial part of the network [10] . Such hardware model neurons and synapses are connected to living circuits through electrodes, creating a hybrid circuit that consists of a biological part and a dedicated silicon chip.
Electrical signalling in biological neurons occurs on many timescales, some as short as milliseconds. To be physiologically realistic, model neurons in hybrid circuits must interact with their living counterparts in real-time. For digital model neurons, this poses a challenge, especially if many digital components are to be included in a hybrid network. This is because the amount of real-time computation necessary for a hybrid network with digital model neurons scales with the number of model neurons and synapses involved, and quickly reaches the limit of current computer performance. In contrast, analog model neurons always operate in real-time, regardless how many model neurons participate in a hybrid circuit [7] . This scalability is a major advantage of hybrid networks with analog model components.
On the other hand, hybrid networks with digital model neurons are extremely flexible, because the artificial part of the network can easily be modified by re-programming the software that simulates the model neurons and synapses. In contrast, modifying the hardware circuit that emulates model neurons and synapses in a hybrid circuit with analog models often requires manufacturing a new chip [11] , although a limited number of analog model parameters can usually be controlled by the experimenter [7] . Analog and digital model neurons also differ in their precision. While digital models operate essentially noise-free, analog model neurons are noisy and variable because of technical issues related to chip manufacture [11, 12] . While variability and noise may be problematic, proponents of analog model neurons argue that they endow hybrid networks with a measure of realism [11] and can be exploited to test network activity for robustness [13] .
In recent months, both types of hybrid networkwith digital or analog model components -have become easier to implement because of newly developed real-time systems. The construction of hybrid networks with digital components is facilitated by the arrival of more user-friendly dynamic clamp systems [9] . And hybrid systems with analog model neurons can now be constructed using a simulation platform based on biologically realistic electronic neurons [11] . These developments promise to increase the number of researchers that use the hybrid network method [7] .
Most hybrid network applications fall into two categories. One group of studies investigates the role of neural and synaptic properties in shaping the behavior of a network, while another type of application uses hybrid networks to validate model neurons. Both approaches were combined in a recent study by Sorensen et al. [1] , who coupled a bursting model neuron with a living interneuron in a half-center configuration to investigate the involvement of a membrane current, the hyperpolarization-activated inward current I h , in pattern generation in the leech heartbeat timing network.
A half-center oscillator consists of a pair of mutually inhibiting neural oscillators that burst in alternation; such oscillators are involved in pattern generation for rhythmic behaviors such as breathing, swimming or chewing [14] . By varying the amount of I h unilaterally in one part of their hybrid oscillator, Sorensen et al. [1] showed that I h influences the frequency and activity pattern of the leech heartbeat half-center oscillator by regulating how long an oscillator stays in its inhibited phase. In addition, the authors demonstrated that the rhythmic pattern generated by the hybrid circuit was similar to the pattern generated by the biological circuit, thus validating their model of a leech heartbeat interneuron at a functional level not accessible to conventional experimental techniques.
In other recent examples of hybrid network applications, Nowotny et al. From a wider perspective, hybrid network investigations are part of a continuum of new experimental approaches towards brain investigation that range from the small network studies described here to brain-machine interfaces between external devices and neural circuits in behaving animals. Miguel Nicolelis [17] recently proposed to call these approaches 'real-time neurophysiology', emphasizing the need to operate at the time-scale of neural activity when interacting with neural tissue. Hybrid systems at all levels of neural organization have the potential to complement more traditional neurophysiological methods and to further our understanding of complex neural processes.
